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Abstract Five midsagittal pelvic reference lines have been
employed to quantify prolapse using MRI. However, the
lack of standardization makes study results difficult to com-
pare. Using MRI scans from 149 women, we demonstrate
how use of existing reference lines can systematically affect
measurements in three distinct ways: in oblique line sys-
tems, distances measured to the reference line vary with
antero-posterior location; soft issue-based reference lines
can underestimate organ movement relative to the pelvic
bones; and systems defined relative to the MR scanner are
affected by intra- and interindividual differences in the pel-
vic inclination angle at rest and strain. Thus, we propose a
standardized approach called the Pelvic Inclination
Correction System (PICS). Based on bony structures and
the body axis, the PICS system corrects for variation in
pelvic inclination, at rest of straining, and allows for the
standardized measurement of organ displacement in the
direction of prolapse.
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Evaluation of the current measurement systems

The fundamental nature of pelvic organ prolapse (POP) is a
downward displacement of the pelvic organs from their
normal location. With advances in soft tissue imaging, it
has become possible to record this movement and make
measurements of organ location and displacement [1–4],
thereby permitting the quantitative assessment of structural
relationships [5]. At least five different reference systems
have been described (Fig. 1) and used to measure the extent
of prolapse, as recently summarized by Broekhuis et al. [5].

The lack of consensus regarding which reference system to
use and how they relate to one another makes it difficult to
compare data from different studies. Other scientific disci-
plines, most notably brain imaging, have reached a consensus
on reference systems and measurement strategies so that data
from different studies can be compared [6]. In this article we
analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the current pelvic
reference systems and, based on these, suggest a standardized
measurement system for evaluating prolapse using MRI.

An optimal pelvic reference system for comparing anat-
omy in different individuals should allow investigators to
make unbiased measurements appropriate to the type of
assessment required. To accomplish these goals in prolapse,
desirable attributes of the reference system should permit
measurements having:

1. One axis parallel to the direction of prolapse displace-
ment, namely the whole body axis.

2. One axis perpendicular to the body axis based on bony
landmarks that do not change their special relationship
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with movements of the pelvis during maneuvers known
to increase prolapse, such as the Valsalva maneuver.

3. Landmarks that are easily identifiable in the field of
view.

It is widely recognized that the angle of pelvic inclination
can change during specific maneuvers such as the Valsalva
and Kegel maneuvers. This angle can also be affected by the
way that an individual lies in the scanner (e.g., knees
supported versus legs extended). The optimal pelvic refer-
ence system should allow the investigator to compensate for
these variations. In addition, the reference system should
allow for measurements that are appropriate to the structure
and movement to be studied. Inherently, how “high” or
“low” a uterus lies describes a movement in the direction
of gravity along the body axis; thus, a reference system
based on the body axis has biological meaning.

We will first evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the
five different pelvic reference systems and characterize their
attributes before proposing a system that combines positive
attributes from several of these systems.

Characteristics of oblique midsagittal pelvic reference line
systems

The first reference line to be used in MR imaging study was
a line extending from the most inferior portion of the sym-
physis pubis to the tangent of the last coccygeal joint called
the “pubococcygeal line” (PCL) [1] (Fig. 1). Points of
interest were measured as a vertical distance1 to the refer-
ence line [1, 7]. In choosing this line the authors noted that
the coccyx area was the attachment point for important

components of the pelvic floor: “Also, components of the
pelvic floor, such as the pubococcygeal muscle, puborectal
muscle, and pubovesical ligament, attach along this line”
[1]. The line approximates the plane of the levator plate. A
similar line, the “pubosacral line” (PSL) [8], extending from
the inferior pubic symphysis to the tip of the sacrum (S5),
was introduced to focus on posterior levator sling insertion.
Finally, the sacrococcygeal joint [9] or the anterior margin
of the sacrococcygeal junction [10] became the reference
point for the “sacrococcygeal inferior–pubic point line”
(SCIPP line); a line that had been in use since 1969 for
interpreting the voiding lateral cystourethrogram [11]. The
sacrococcygeal articulation was suggested rather than the
coccyx because of the variability in the angle and length of
the coccygeal vertebrae, and also because this landmark is
more consistently visible in the sagittal plane. The
pubosacral and SCIPP lines use slightly different aspects
of the sacrococcygeal articulation for point placement; this
fact becomes important when inter-rater reliability is
assessed.

These oblique reference lines use bony landmarks that
are typically visible on scans containing the pelvic organs.
Because they are based on the bony pelvis, rather than the
orientation of the scanner, these lines can help compensate
for different pelvic angles that can arise when women lie in
the scanner with different degrees of pelvic flexion, which
can also change during maneuvers such as the Valsalva
maneuver. These lines, however, have the disadvantage that
the distance measured to a reference line that lies oblique to
the body axis will differ depending on the ventro-dorsal
location of the organ of interest in the midsagittal plane
(Fig. 2a). In addition, studies have reported different con-
ventions in measuring to the oblique reference line with
some making measurements perpendicular to the line and
others measuring parallel to the body axis (Fig. 2b) [1, 7,
12].

With the advent of the POP-Q system in 1996, clinical
measurements of pelvic organ position during pelvic exam-
ination used the hymenal ring as a reference line [13]. This
led to the development of the “midpubic line” (MPL) [2] in
order to correspond more closely to the location of the
hymen than earlier systems that used the pubic bone and
distal sacrococcygeal landmarks. The MPL is drawn across
the midsagittal aspect of the pubic bone through the approx-
imate level of the vaginal hymen. Use of the MPL was
shown to correlate with POP-Q staging (in 15 out of 20
cases, or 75 %, the MRI correlated with clinical staging; κ=
0.61) [2]. The problems of using a reference line oblique to
the direction of prolapse movement are similar to those
outlined above for lines from the pubis to the sacrum.

To illustrate the magnitude of measurement bias intro-
duced using an oblique line reference system such as the
SCIPP line, we used a sample of 149 MRI scans of women

1 By international convention, images made in the sagittal plane are
displayed as if an individual were in the upright position, even though
the images are made with an individual in the supine position. In this
commentary we will continue the established practice of referring to
directions in the image, recognizing that they are perpendicular to the
way in which the scan is made.

H-line

Perineal line
Midpubic line

Cervix 
location

Fig. 1 The five most commonly used reference lines. SCIPP
sacrococcygeal–inferior pubic point line, H-line horizontal line
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with and without prolapse drawn from a prior study of
cervix location during maximal Valsalva maneuver [14] that
provides details of the population and technique. To sum-
marize this in brief, the eligible women had a mean age of
53.4±12.6 years, parity of 2.7±1.8, and a BMI of 26.4±4.5.
Women had not undergone any prior surgery for POP. All
patients had a pelvic magnetic resonance (MR) scan
performed in the supine position. MR imaging was
performed on a 1.5-Tesla system (Signa; General Electric,
Milwaukee, WI, USA) using a four-channel torso phased
array coil. For dynamic imaging, a multiphase, single-level
image of the pelvis in the midsagittal plane was obtained
approximately every second for 23 to 27 s using a T2-
weighted single-shot fast spin-echo (SSFSE) sequence
(TR: 1,300 ms, TE: 60 ms, slice thickness: 6 mm, field of
view 32–36 cm, matrix: 256 × 160, 1 excitation and half-
Fourier acquisition). Patients were instructed in straining
maneuvers to be performed during the examination starting
from minimal to maximal straining. The cervix location was
measured in a Cartesian coordinate system using the inferior
pubic point as the origin, the SCIPP line as the x-axis, and a
line perpendicular to the SCIPP line through the inferior
pubic point as the y-axis (Fig. 3). These data show the
variation in anterior and posterior locations of the cervix in
these women.

The bias introduced by measuring to an oblique reference
line is demonstrated in Fig. 3. The scatter plot shows the
cervix locations at the Valsalva maneuver in our MRI study.
The SCIPP and MPL were similarly affected by antero-
posterior organ location, but in different directions.

Characteristics of reference lines systems based on soft
tissue landmarks

The “perineal line” (PL) system was introduced as an at-
tempt to more closely simulate the reference system used
during a POP-Q examination in the clinic [4]. The authors
recognized that one source of the differences between POP-
Q measurements and the midpubic line lay in the fact that
the hymenal ring, used clinically as a landmark, moved with

the perineal structures during the Valsalva maneuver. To
address this, they employed a tangent from the internal
surface of the symphysis pubis to the caudal end of the
external anal sphincter (Fig. 1). The Pearson coefficient for
correlation of MRI with clinical prolapse in the PL system
was 0.74 for point Ba, 0.80 for point C, and 0.49 for perineal
body length [4]. However, despite the fact that the PL line
method more closely resembles clinical measurements, in-
corporating a moving soft-tissue landmark as part of the
reference system introduces additional variability during
maneuvers such as the Valsalva maneuver (Fig. 4) because
PL moves relative to the bony pelvis between rest and the
Valsalva maneuver. Measurements made relative to the PL
are similar to clinical measurements that are also subject to
movement of the hymenal ring. In Fig. 4 the location of the

6.5 cm

Ventral-Dorsal Location 
affects Value

Axis of Measurement
affects Valuea b

Fig. 2 a The “height” of a
landmark from an oblique
reference line is always affected
by ventro-dorsal location. b The
difference between a vertically
(Yang 1991) and
perpendicularly (Agildere
2003) measured distance from
an oblique reference line.
SCIPP sacrococcygeal–inferior
pubic point line

y x

5
th

percentile

95
th

percentile

Cervix A Cervix B

Example of Cervix Positions 
at Valsalva

Fig. 3 The points represent the distribution of 149 cervix locations at
maximum strain for an average θ-SCIPP line strain angle of 29°. Note
that two cervices from this sample have the same cranio-caudal loca-
tion, but different antero-posterior locations, so in the oblique reference
system (SCIPP) the y coordinates will vary. The difference (Δ) in the
“vertical” distance, v, is given by Δ v=Δ x * sin (θ). In this data set,
Δx between the 5th and 95th percentiles of the horizontal cervix
distribution was 3.3 cm, which resulted from a 1.6-cm difference in
the y coordinate
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cervix relative to the PL system is shown in panel a at rest
and Panel b at maximum strain. The difference implies a
movement of the cervix measuring 0.5 cm (4.7 cm to
4.2 cm), but the cervix actually moved 2 cm from rest to
strain in a caudal direction. Hence, it was the 17° difference
in PL orientation between Fig. 4a and b that accounts for the
difference between the perceived and real movement of the
cervix.

Characteristics of reference line systems based on the MR
scanner axis

The “H-line” or “horizontal line” [3] was introduced as a
way to measure the distance to the organs of interest from a
line parallel to the bottom edge of the MR image and
tangential to the inferior rim of the pubic bone (Fig. 1).
This line has the advantage that it is roughly perpendicular
to the direction in which prolapse occurs and is easy to
move. In addition, unlike the oblique lines discussed previ-
ously, the ventro-dorsal location of the organs does not
affect their measured cranio-caudal location.

When a woman lies on the MR scanner bed her whole-
body axis is aligned with the bed and the bore of the
machine; the H-line is therefore oriented perpendicular to
this axis, allowing measurements to tell how “high” or
“low” an organ is relative to the body axis. This fact has
biological and functional significance. When a person is
standing and the whole-body axis is oriented parallel to
the gravity field, the direction in which prolapse occurs,
the H-line is then “horizontal” and provides a relevant
reference plane for determining how much of the amount a
structure has descended is not affected by the oblique line
issue.

While the H-line is convenient and relevant to the move-
ment to be studied, it does not take into account the change

in the orientation of the pelvis that occurs, for example,
between rest and strain. In addition, differences in the pelvic
angle can exist if one radiology department places a support
under the knees while another does not. As an example,
Fig. 5 shows rotation of the pelvis without any change in the
position of the uterus relative to the pelvic bones, as might
happen in an individual with normal pelvic organ support
who rotates her pelvis from rest during a full Valsalva
maneuver. Although the pelvic anatomy is identical, it is a
shortcoming that pelvic rotation leads to different measure-
ments relative to the H-line during the Valsalva maneuver.

To assess whether or not the magnitude of this shift from rest
to strain was of significance, we measured the changes in the
angle of the SCIPP line relative to the horizontal at rest and
strain from the MRIs of the 149 women described above
(Fig. 6). The angle between the SCIPP line and horizontal
varied by 29° at rest and by 45° during maximal Valsalva
maneuver. In comparing the averages there was a 5° difference
between the average location at rest (34°) and at the Valsalva

at strain

Cervix at rest

Cervix strain

b ca

Fig. 4 Localization of the cervix using the perineal line system in a woman a at rest and b at maximum strain. The results imply a movement of
0.5 cm (4.7 cm vs 4.2 cm respectively), whereas c the caudal movement of the cervix actually measured 2 cm. PL perineal line

2 cm

H-Line

Strain

4 cm

H-Line

Rest 22°

a b

Fig. 5 A pelvic rotation of 22° about the pubic symphysis affects
measured distances to the H-line between a rest and b maximum strain,
even though the relationship between the uterus and pelvic bones is
identical in the two images
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maneuver (29°) resulting in an overall clockwise rotation (i.e.,
flexion) during straining. The change in pelvic inclination
between rest and strain is shown in Fig. 7. Some women
exhibited as much as a 23° pelvic flexion from rest to
Valsalva maneuver. This indicates a wide range of pelvic angles
both at rest and strain as well as changes in pelvic inclination.

Proposal for a new reference line system: the Pelvic
Inclination Correction System

We propose a Pelvic Inclination Correction System (PICS)
that builds on the advantage of a line perpendicular to the
whole body axis that allows determination of the cranio-
caudal location of an organ along the body axis, while
adjusting for changes in pelvic inclination.

We define the PICS as a local pelvic coordinate system
with its origin in the mid-sagittal plane on the arcuate pubic
ligament. The x-axis points posteriorly along the SCIPP line,
but is rotated 34° clockwise (see next paragraph) about its
origin (Fig. 8) so that it is, on average, perpendicular to the
body axis. The y-axis points cranially. We define the PICS
“line” as the x-axis of the system. These conventions are
consistent with the use of the whole body axis as well as the

internationally accepted use of a right-handed, Cartesian co-
ordinate system when making kinematic measurements [15].

The angle of 34° is based on the average value, measured on
the above 149 MRIs, between the SCIPP line and the longitu-
dinal body axis established by the scanner bed (Fig. 6a). As
such it approximates the H-line; however, by definition, the
PICS line has a fixed angular relationship to the bony pelvis
SCIPP line, regardless of the position of the pelvis in the
scanner or changes in pelvic inclination that occur between rest
and strain. Using this system, the values along the y-axis
correspond to how “high” or “low” an organ is along the line
of the body axis in which prolapse occurs. Similarly, the x-
value corresponds to the anterior–posterior location of the point
of interest. In this way, it is possible to determine both of these
physiologically relevant measures with a system that adjusts for
different degrees of pelvic inclination. This system can also be
used as a full three-axis right-handed coordinate system for use
in assessing spatial locations in a 3-D volume. In this case, the
origin (0, 0, 0) would still pass through the inferior pubic point,
the horizontal plane would, again, be 34 degrees below the
SCIPP line and a line between the ischial spines or femoral
heads would be used to establish transverse plane orientation.

Discussion

The PICS system builds on the advantages of earlier refer-
ence systems, and it provides measurements that are not
only relevant to the biology of prolapse, but are also salient
when considering the action of gravity and increases in
abdominal pressure when the individual is upright.

Several factors deserve consideration in evaluating this sys-
tem. One concerns the assumption that alignment of the pelvic
axis with a woman lying on her back in the scanner is similar to
that of a standing woman. To test this assumption we compared
the pelvic angle in our subjects with published data on pelvic
inclination acquired from radiographs made in the standing
position [16]. These measures are based on a line from the
middle of the sacral promontory to a line between the femoral
heads. We computed this angle in 50 women (25 controls, 25
with prolapse) from the Summers cohort [14]. We found our

34°
38°

31°

24°

43°
46°

17°

Rest

a

max

third quartile

mean
first quartile
5th percentile

min

95th percentile

29°
35°

24°

16°

41°
48° 

3°

Strain

b

Fig. 6 Variation of SCIPP line
inclination angles a at rest and b
strain in 149 women

Angle change from Rest to Strain

-5°
0°

11°

-16°

5°

-23°

+

-

max

95th percentile

average SCIPP angle tilt

5th percentile

min

average SCIPP angle

Fig. 7 Change in SCIPP line inclination from rest to strain in 149
women performing the Valsalva maneuver. Counterclockwise direction
is designated “+” (pelvic extension) and clockwise direction “−” (pel-
vic flexion)
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average was 10.6°±5.6° (SD) and compared it with the mean
of 160 volunteers in a standardized standing position (12.0°±
6.5°) [16]. The 1.4° difference was not statistically different (p
=0.86). In addition, the 34° adjustment we use represents an
average value, and individuals can of course vary from this
pelvic orientation angle. However, this variation is modest
(standard deviation of 6.5°) [16], but, if necessary, the angle
of each woman’s pelvis can be determined for research pur-
poses and analyzed separately.

An important issue concerning any reference system is
addressing interobserver variability. Broekhuis et al. showed
an excellent to good intra- and interobserver reliability of
MR imaging measurements for the pubococcygeal line, the
H-line, and the midpubic line in a dynamic magnetic reso-
nance imaging study [17]. The pubococcygeal line showed
the highest reliability (ICC range 0.70–0.99). It is likely that
the reproducibility of the PICS line would be similar to that
of the pubococcygeal line as they share some properties.

The PICS line is a new theoretical concept that is aimed at
solving problems with oblique reference lines and the pelvic
movement. Its practical applicability in comparison to existing
lines and the correlation with symptoms or clinical examina-
tion in a standardized manner will require careful study.
Future directions for research also include confirmation of
average SCIPP line angles at rest and strain in larger samples
from a more diverse population.
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Appendix

In practice, the distance of an organ to the PICS line is easily
established with the absolute value of a trigonometric func-
tion. For example, to obtain the distance, |CA|, of an organ,
C, to the PICS line (Fig. 8), one distance, |PC| and one angle
(α) are needed:

CAj j ¼ PCj j � sin a þ 34�ð Þ
where angle α is the angle from the SCIPP line to the
segment PC (Fig. 9).

P
P A

C

PICS line

PICS line PICS line

No pelvic rotation -15 degree pelvic
rotation

c

e

a

x’

y’

PICS line34°

b

d

f

Fig. 8 Example of how the Pelvic Inclination Correction System
(PICS) corrects for a −15° pelvic rotation caused by knee support, on
the right. a A right-handed local pelvic coordinate system, xy, is
located with its origin at the inferior pubic point and its positive x-axis
oriented cranio-dorsally along the SCIPP line. A corresponding local
coordinate system, x’y’, is defined with the same origin, but with its x-
axis rotated −34° from the SCIPP line in the mid-sagittal plane, so that

its y‘-axis lies along the whole body and scanner axis. bWhen the pelvis
is rotated by a knee support (e to f), the pelvis rotates through −15°
carrying the PICS line with it. c, dNote that the dimensions of the triangle
PCA do not change because of the pelvic rotation of −15°. P inferior
pubic bone point, C cervix, A, intersection of the perpendicular line from
the organ to the PICS line. e, f The PICS line rotates when the pelvis
rotates
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Similarly, the distance along the PICS line, |PA|, can be
found, knowing the distance PC and the cosine of the above
angle.

PAj j ¼ PCj j � cos a þ 34�ð Þ
Examples of the measurement are provided in Fig. 9.

An easy way to make these calculations is by using the
free NIH-sponsored image measurement tool Image J
1.44o. We place x, y coordinates at the points of inter-

est and then calculate the distances and angles.
Information about this approach can be obtained from
the corresponding author.

Since the PICS line is also the x’ axis of a coordinate
system, the PICS offers the option of measuring the rectan-
gular coordinates of an organ within that coordinate system
(Figs. 8, 9), while compensating for the intraindividual
change in pelvic rotation between rest and strain as well as
interindividual differences in pelvic inclination.
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